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 The applications are discussed in relation to the broader materials community, including chemistry, materials science, biology,
and pharmaceuticals. The Biomolecular Materials Group has been developing tools for the study of large biomolecular systems,

with emphasis on folding, binding, and other processes that control protein function. In particular, we are interested in
developing new approaches to the study of protein binding and folding as function of time and/or temperature. In the

Biomolecular Materials Group, we are developing tools to study the complex processes that control large biomolecular systems.
Recently, we developed some of the first open-source tools for handling large biomolecular simulation results. The Protein Data
Bank (PDB) ([@bib9]), a world-wide repository of macromolecular structures, has put the problem of making macromolecular

structures useful and easy to access on the public's computers and developed an open-source client, pdb.py. The client is a
Python script that loads a PDB file into a Python dictionary and generates a text file that can be read by other programs, such as
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*pymol* ([@bib5]). Other groups have used pdb.py for data visualization. [@bib5] used pdb.py to visualize the system of
proteins that inhibit retroviral infection. [@bib8] used pdb.py to develop a tutorial for learning the basic structure of the protein

ribosome. [@bib7] used pdb.py to visualize a variety of protein structures, including viral and toxin proteins. [@bib6] used
pdb.py to present structural models of the enzyme phosphoserine phosphatase. [@bib3] used pdb.py to plot a protein's

electrostatics surface. The development of tools and techniques for viewing macromolecular structures is a central activity of
the Protein Data Bank. The Materials Studio materials modeling environment (MS Materials Studio) has adopted the plugins
from pdb.py. The organization of MS Materials Studio follows the pdb.py organization. For example, plugins such as pymol,
natron, and jupyter nbextension are in the \`Other' directory and plugins such as vispy are in the \`nbextensions' directory. We

recommend that you use the new pdb.py server, rather than the old in-browser PDB 520fdb1ae7
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